Medial amygdaloid suppression of predatory attack behavior in the cat: I Role of a substance P pathway from the medial amygdala to the medial hypothalamus.
The medial amygdala is known to powerfully suppress predatory attack behavior in the cat, but the mechanisms underlying such modulation remain unknown. The present study tested the hypothesis that medial amygdaloid suppression of predatory attack is mediated, in part, by a pathway from the medial amygdala to the medial hypothalamus which utilizes substance P as a neurotransmitter. Stimulating electrodes were implanted into the medial amygdala and cannula electrodes were implanted into both the medial and lateral hypothalamus. Predatory attack behavior was elicited by electrical stimulation of the lateral hypothalamus. In the first phase of the study, paired trials compared attack latencies of single stimulation of the lateral hypothalamus with those following dual stimulation of the lateral hypothalamus and medial amygdala. Attack latencies were significantly elevated following dual stimulation of the medial amygdala and lateral hypothalamus. In the second phase of the study, dose and time dependent decreases in response suppression were noted following the infusion of the substance P (NK1) receptor antagonist, CP96.345 (in doses of 0.05, 0.5 and 2.5 nmol) into the medial hypothalamus. In third phase of the study, the effects of microinjections of the substance P receptor agonist, [Sar9.Met(O2)11]-substance P (in doses of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 nmol), directly into the medial hypothalamus upon lateral hypothalamically elicited predatory attack behavior were determined. Microinfusion of this drug elevated attack response latencies in a dose- and time-dependent manner. In addition, pretreatment with CP96,345 into the medial hypothalamus blocked the suppressive effects of subsequent delivery of [Sar9,Met(O2)11]-substance P into the same medial hypothalamic site. Other parts of the study demonstrated the presence of: (1) high densities of substance P receptors in the ventromedial hypothalamus, and (2) neurons that are positively labeled for substance P that project from the medial amygdala to the ventromedial hypothalamus as demonstrated by retrograde labeling with Fluoro-Gold. These findings provide support for the hypothesis that medial amygdaloid suppression of lateral hypothalamically elicited predatory attack behavior includes a substance P pathway from the medial amygdala to the medial hypothalamus. The findings further suggest that stimulation of the medial amygdala activates substance P receptors in the medial hypothalamus, thus triggering an inhibitory mechanism from the medial to the lateral hypothalamus, resulting in suppression of predatory attack behavior.